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Abstract
This paper aims to develop a dynamic, real-time scheduling strategy under interference that can
minimize the negative impact of interference on production scheduling without sacrificing the
production efficiency. Taking the minimal cost and makespan as the objectives of the optimization
function, the author put forward a parallel hybrid optimization algorithm for production rescheduling
under interference, aiming to strike a balance between processing cost and scheduling disturbance.
The benchmark test results show that the proposed algorithm achieved better accuracy than the
NSGA-II and the AMOSA, and its accuracy has nothing to do with the distribution shape of the
objective function or the continuity of the interference. In other words, the proposed algorithm enjoys
strong computing stability. In the simulation tests, the proposed algorithm reached the global
convergence state before reaching the maximum runtime, and consumed less time than the contrastive
algorithms under the same problem scale. The research findings shed new light on the optimal
scheduling of multi-objective FJSP under disturbance.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
As an extension of the traditional job-shop scheduling problem, flexible job-shop scheduling
problem (FJSP) assumes that one process can be implemented on multiple machines. Under
this assumption, the path of each process needs to be selected from the available machines,
which is close to the actual production environment. In the flexible job-shop, the production
scheduling is usually optimized before the production and processing of a batch of jobs [1].
However, the actual production often suffers from various interferences, such as machine
failure, delayed supply of raw materials, the insertion of new tasks, the cancelation of the
original tasks and the change of processing priority [2-5]. Under these interferences, the
original scheduling plan is no longer the optimal one, calling for a new plan that does not
affect normal production [6, 7]. In other words, the job-shop production should be scheduled
dynamically and in real time without affecting the multiple objectives of the original
scheduling function (e.g. the minimal production cost, the shortest makespan, and the best
production quality). Therefore, it is of great practical significance to develop a dynamic, realtime scheduling strategy under interference that can minimize the negative impact of
interference on production scheduling without sacrificing the production efficiency [8, 9].
The existing studies on the FJSP mainly focus on the optimization of production
scheduling under machine wear, makespan adjustment or lack of resources/funds, the
production scheduling with the addition of new tasks, the cancellation of the original tasks
and the change of processing priority [10], and the solving algorithms for production
scheduling models under disturbance [11].
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(1) Yang and Yang studied the impact of machine maintenance on production scheduling
[12]. Rustogi and Strusevich explored the scheduling for minimal cost and minimal makespan
under uncertain machines and personnel [13]. Li and Yuan investigated the optimization of
production scheduling when it is allowed to reject the processing of jobs [14].
(2) The researchers qualitatively analysed the effects of interferences on production cost
and production plan [15]. For instance, Liu et al. suppressed the impact of external
disturbance on production scheduling through outsourcing [16]. Azizoglu and Alagöz remeasured the production cost with the total makespan and designed an optimized scheduling
algorithm, aiming to disclose the influence of the addition of new tasks on the original
scheduling plan [17]. Aktürk et al. probed deep into the adaptation of machine, resource and
personnel to the optimized scheduling plan after the addition/cancellation of tasks [18].
(3) The solving algorithms mainly include precise optimization algorithms like dynamic
programming, branch and bound method, etc. [19, 20], heuristic optimization algorithms like
meta heuristic algorithm and heuristic hybrid rule algorithm [21, 22], as well as artificial
intelligence algorithms like neural network algorithm, genetic algorithm and simulated
annealing algorithms [23-25].
Despite certain research results, there are some defects in the existing studies on
production scheduling under interference. For example, the makespan, a constant in current
production scheduling models, actually varies with operation proficiency and machine wear
[26]. There are few reports on the probability of machine failure or optimization of production
scheduling under multiple interferences.
This paper mainly discusses the interference of the arrival of new orders to the original
production scheduling in a FJSP. Taking the minimal cost and makespan as the objectives of
the optimization function, the author put forward a parallel hybrid optimization algorithm for
production rescheduling under interference, aiming to strike a balance between processing
cost and scheduling disturbance. The research findings shed new light on the optimal
scheduling of multi-objective FJSP under disturbance.

2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM CONSIDERING
MULTIPLE INTERFERENCES
2.1 Multi-objective optimization function
The original objective function pursues the minimal cost. Let n0 be the number of original
jobs to be processed on a machine and nN be the number of new jobs to be added. Then, a
total of n0 + nN jobs are to be processed on the machine. Let pj be the mean makespan of each
job. Then, the actual makespan of each job under external interference can be expressed as:
p Aj  p j  a  bt j 

(1)

where a is a constant; b is the processing deterioration rate; tj is the initial makespan.
Under the interference of the addition of a new job, the job is usually placed at the end of
the processing sequence according to the traditional scheduling plans. This arrangement will
push up the overall cost, due to the overlook of the processing priority and the optimal
processing sequence. In this paper, the traditional arrangement is adjusted as follows. It is
assumed that the minimal cost is the objective of the original scheduling plan:
f1   C j   
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Under system disturbance, the new processing cost f2 can be expressed as:
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nO

f 2   T j     max C j    C j , 0

(3)
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The above problem can be expressed below by the three-parameter method:
1 p j  a  bt j   C j  , Tj    1 p j  a  bt j  Cmax  

(4)

where Cmax(σ) is the maximum makespan; σ is the processing timetable; the value of σ is
independent of the processing sequence.
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2.2 Design of parallel hybrid optimization algorithm
In many studies, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and archived multiobjective simulated annealing (AMOSA) algorithm are adopted to solve the production
scheduling problem under interference. The NSGA-II enjoys fast convergence and high
diversity, but may converge prematurely when dealing with complex problems. By contrast,
the AMOSA can effectively avoid the local optimum trap during the search process, and
make the result as close as possible to the effective front of the optimal solution.
In light of the above, this paper optimizes the NSGA-II with the AMOSA, and proposes
an innovative parallel hybrid optimization algorithm. The calculation flow of the proposed
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows.
(1) Parameters were initialized and the initial population PN was generated. The initial
parameters include population size pop, archive size, number of climbs, etc.
The coding method of the proposed algorithm can be explained as:

xik   xik1 , xik2 ,…, xikn , xikn 1 , xikn  2 , …, xik2 n 
i  1, 2,…pop; k  1, 2,…, iterations

(7)

where xik is individual i in the population of the kth generation. Note that xik1 ~ xikn belong to
the product sequencing part (π), while xikn+1 ~ xik2n belong to the compressed vector part (y).
The solution efficiency of the π part was improved by permutation encoding, and the genetic
code was translated into the processing order during the fitness calculation; the y part was
transformed according to the following formula:

0, 0  x j  0.5
yi    [ j n ]
j  n  1, n  2, …, 2n
, 0.5  x j  1
u

(8)

(2) The main parameters (e.g. initial temperature) were determined. The calculated values
of the optimal total makespan and the optimal total cost were regarded as the ideal points,
while those of the actual total makespan and the actual total cost were considered as the actual
target points. Then, the distance between each pair of ideal point and actual point was
determined, and the maximum distance was denoted as Δmax. Then, the initial temperature
function T0 can be expressed as:
T0    max ln pr
(9)
where pr = 0.1 is the initial acceptance probability.
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Step 1 Initialization parameters including population size,
number of loop iterations, archive file size, number of hill
climbing operations, and Markov chain length

Step 2 Generate an initial population based on the problem
description P0.

Step 3 Randomly generate a set of states, determine the
maximum target value difference between the two states, and
use the initial temperature calculation function to determine
the initial temperature T 0.

Step 4 Effective frontier division based on the dominant
relationship between the current populations Pt.

Step 7 Perform several hill climbing operations on the new
group Rt and initialize or update the archive file.

Step 5 Assign fitness values to all individuals from the
perspective of considering the optimal effective frontier of
the population distance and ensuring the diversity of the
population.

Step 8 The Metropolis process is performed on the archive
file individual based on the non-timed algorithm, and the
inferior individuals are accepted with a certain probability
during the annealing process.

Step 6 Perform the tournament selection for the current
population, determine the genetic operation parent individual,
and cross-operate with the crossover probability Pc, and use
the mutation probability Pm to perform the mutation operation
to obtain the progeny population Qt, and merge the
parent-child population to construct a new group Rt.

N

Determine whether the inner loop reaches
the Markov chain length

N

Y
Step 9 The mid-term diversity of the archives was patched to
form a new medium-term Pt+1.

Step 10 The temperature is controlled by the temperature
update function.

Determine if the number of iterations
is reached or the population tends to
be stable
Y
Step 11 The Pareto effective frontier of the output problem.

Figure 1: Calculation flow of the proposed algorithm.

(3) The initial population was divided by fitness and effective front. The individuals in the
population were mapped to the non-dominated fronts according to their dominance
relationship. For fronts Fi and Fj, the individuals in Fi dominate over those in Fj. The inverse
is also true.
(4) The individuals in the population were assigned with fitness and sorted out, and the
parent population Pp was determined.
(5) The parent population was subjected to crossover and mutation, forming the child
population p0.
During the crossover, the unrepeated genes in the π part in Eq. (7) were subjected to
single-point crossover, while the repeated ones were not subjected to crossover; all the genes
in the y part were subjected to crossover.
During the mutation, the xikn in the π part were mutated into other genes, forming the
candidate solutions, while the y part was subjected to traditional mutation of 0-1 conversion.
(6) The original and the child populations were combined, and the excellent individuals
were selected from the merged population to form a new population RN.
(7) The original population was subjected to mountain climbing operation and went
through the Metropolis process. The archive file Arch was updated after each iteration.
(8) The new population in step (6) and Arch were combined into the next generation
population PN+1 and the effective Pareto solution of the algorithm was finally outputted.
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3. BENCHMARK TEST RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was verified by the standard test functions ZDT 1~5:
min  f1 ( x1 ), f 2 ( x) 

(10)

s.t. f 2 ( x)  g  x2 ,..., xm  h  f1 ( x1 ), g  x2 ,..., xm  
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Figure 2: Results of benchmark test.

ZDT 1~4 are continuous variable functions while ZDT-5 is discrete variable function.
ZDT 1~3 all have 30 dimensions, with ZDT-1 being convex, ZDT-2 being concave and ZDT-3
being sectional-continuous; ZDT-4 has 10 dimensions and does well in the testing of the
efficiency of multimodality processing; ZDT-5 has 80 dimensions and a spoofed Pareto front.
According to the nature of the test functions ZDT 1~5, the distance between a location
and the effective front in the search space is negatively correlated with the number of
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individuals at the location. Thus, these functions can be applied to check if the proposed
algorithm target dependence.
Here, the standard test functions ZDT 1~5 are adopted to verify the proposed algorithm,
the NSGA-II and the AMOSA. The results are shown in Fig. 2 blow. It can be seen that the
result of each algorithm was independent of the structure and shape of the objective function,
but the three algorithms differed greatly in the calculated results.
Below is a comparison between the NSGA-II and the AMOSA. For ZDT-2, the NSGA-II
achieved a poorer accuracy than the AMOSA. With the growing difficulty of the test
functions, the accuracy of the AMOSA started to decline. For ZDT-3 and ZDT-4, the
AMOSA found the solutions on the optimal effective front in the search space. By contrast,
the NSGA-II results were all close to the optimal effective front in ZDT 3~5. Overall, the
NSGA-II outperformed the AMOSA.
For ZDT 1~5, the proposed algorithm always outshined the NSGA-II and the AMOSA in
terms of accuracy. Besides, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm has nothing to do with the
disturbances of the objective function (distribution shape and continuity), evidence to a high
computing stability. In addition, the proposed algorithm found the optimal Pareto front for all
test functions other than ZDT-4. Thus, it is proved that the proposed algorithm has better
accuracy and stability than the two contrastive algorithms.

4. SIMULATION TESTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Several simulation tests were carried out to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the
proposed algorithm for the production scheduling under disturbance. First, the proposed
algorithm was contrasted with the NSGA-II in the population evolution at different number of
iterations. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 3 below.
As shown in Fig. 3 a, the two algorithms had the same initial populations at the beginning.
As shown in Fig. 3 b, the proposed algorithm gradually exceeded the NSGA-II in the
optimization performance, as some of its individuals were closer to the ideal points. Starting
from the 45th iteration to the 200th iteration, the proposed algorithm enjoyed a huge edge over
the NSGA-II in superiority. Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates the fast convergence and high search
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 4 compares the computing time of the proposed algorithm, the NSGA-II and the
AMOSA under different problem scales. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm reached
the global convergence state before reaching the maximum runtime, and consumed the least
time under the same problem scale. The results in this figure manifest the superiority of the
proposed algorithm in the fast search for the optimal Pareto front.
Fig. 5 presents the convergence curves of the three algorithms at different number of
iterations. It is clear that the NSGA-II tended to be stable at the 38th iteration, with a large
distance to the ideal point. This means the NSGA-II exhibited an obvious premature
phenomenon. By contrast, the proposed algorithm reached the equilibrium state as late as the
100th iteration, with a small distance to the ideal distance, indicating that the algorithm
overcomes the premature convergence to local optimal solutions of the traditional algorithms.
This is attributable to the improvement of the NSGA-II with the AMOSA.
Fig. 6 shows the Pareto effective fronts calculated by the three algorithms when the jobshop processes 20, 100 and 200 jobs. It can be seen that the calculated results of the proposed
algorithm were closer to the ideal point than those of the contrastive algorithms, and the
Pareto effective front of the proposed algorithm was closer to the lower left than that of the
contrastive algorithms. With the increase in the number of jobs, the quality of the Pareto
effective front outputted by the proposed algorithm was on the rise.
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a) initial population

b) the 15th generation population

c) the 45th generation population

d) the 200th generation population

Figure 3: Population evolution of the proposed algorithm and the NSGA-II at different number of
iterations.
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Figure 4: Computing time of the three algorithms under different problem scales.
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Figure 5: Convergence curves of the three algorithms at different number of iterations.

a) 20 jobs

b) 100 jobs

c) 200 jobs
Figure 6: Pareto effective fronts of the three algorithms at different number of jobs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Taking the minimal cost and makespan as the objectives, this paper establishes a multiobjective optimization scheduling model for the FJSP, and puts forward a parallel hybrid
optimization algorithm for production rescheduling under interference, aiming to strike a
balance between processing cost and scheduling disturbance. The research findings are as
follows:
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(1) The proposed algorithm optimizes the premature convergence of the NSGA-II by the
AMOSA, and relies on external archiving to increase the diversity of the initial population
and excellent child populations. The benchmark test results show that the proposed algorithm
achieved better accuracy than the NSGA-II and the AMOSA, and its accuracy has nothing to
do with the distribution shape of the objective function or the continuity of the interference. In
other words, the proposed algorithm enjoys strong computing stability.
(2) In the simulation tests, the proposed algorithm reached the global convergence state
before reaching the maximum runtime, and consumed less time than the contrastive
algorithms under the same problem scale. In addition, the proposed algorithm could overcome
the premature convergence to local optimal solutions of the traditional algorithms.
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